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Rule References: 

10.4 Rudders shall rotate only, and shall have a maximum of two axes of rotation. One axis 
shall be within 0.010 m of the hull centerplane, measured between the upper and 
lower bearings, and the other shall be on a rake axis. Rudder rotation about the rake 
axis shall be limited to a 3.00 degree range while racing.  

10.5 Rudder rotation about the axis within 0.010 m of the hull centerplane shall only be 
controlled by steering wheels, which shall be no less than 0.600 m in outside diameter.  

16.1 Power for the adjustment of the control surfaces shall only be:  

(a) from manual power;  

(b) as allowed in Rule 16.2; or  

(c) from the effect of gravity and the direct contact with wind or sea on that control 
surface, except that: 

  (i) rudder rotations (including a rudder wing that is connected to a rudder) about 
the axis on the hull centerplane may be linked; and 

   … 

16.2 The use of stored energy and non-manual power is prohibited, except for:  … 
 

(d) one manually-pressurized hydraulic pressure accumulator as specified by the 
Measurement Committee before September 1, 2015, used to energize the 
hydraulic system that controls appendage rotations about their rake axes and any 
incidental rotation of the daggerboard in the cant axis as permitted in Rule 
15.3(b);  … 

 

Questions: 

Rudder rotation about the axis described in Rule 10.5 is herein referred to as ‘yaw’. 

The diagrams on the following page show a typical rudder arrangement in which the lower 
bearing does not translate, but allows rake and yaw rotation, and the upper bearing slides fore-
aft to control rake rotation. 

Tillers connected to the rudder close to the upper bearing are linked by a cross bar, so that both 
rudders turn together in yaw. Steering wheels (not shown) are connected by ropes or rods to a 
point on the middle of the cross bar. 

The diagrams show, with the steering wheels held fixed, that as the upper bearing slides to 
apply a rake change, there will be a yaw change to the rudders. 

Given that in this arrangement a rudder rake change induces a rudder yaw change: 

1. Must rudder rake changes that also produce changes in rudder yaw be controlled by 
steering wheels as described in rule 10.5? 

2. Is it permitted to use an accumulator as described by rule 16.2(d) to energize the 
hydraulic systems that control rudder rotations about their rake axes, if such rake 
changes produce an incidental yaw rotation? 
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Diagram showing that rudder rake change produces a rudder yaw change. Rake angles have 
been exaggerated to highlight the effect. 
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Interpretation: 

1. No. Small incidental rotations of a rudder (about the rudder axis within 0.010 m of the 
hull centerplane), that result from steering system linkage movement due to rudder 
rotation about the rake axis, are permitted.  

2. Yes. See answer 1 above. 

This Interpretation refers solely to the question asked and the information supplied. 

END 

 Issued by the America’s Cup Measurement Committee on May 16, 2017 

 


